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INTRODUCTION 

Crime and Punishment has captured the imagination of readers since the year of its serial 
publication in 1866. Besides meeting a full range of characters, the reader encounters the 
philosophical ideas in the air of nineteenth-century Europe. Considered by some to be 
the first truly psychological novel, the story develops over the course of an 
indeterminate period of time as the reader experiences the action largely from the point 
of view of the main protagonist. This style provides Dostoyevsky with the opportunity 
to plumb the two wells of human motivation, reason and the heart, and witnesses to the 
struggle of one man’s conversion and resurrection to new life. 

This guide includes the following: 

● A short biography of Fyodor Dostoyevsky 

● A brief statement on the historical setting  

● A sample crib sheet to help the students keep track of the main characters 

● Some important issues for the teacher’s reflection  

● Discussion questions, divided by part and individual chapter 

● Broader questions suitable for larger discussions and essay assignments 
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SAMPLE: 

SOME IMPORTANT ISSUES FOR THE TEACHER’S REFLECTION 

Depending on their age and skill, most upper-level students can read twenty to twenty-
five pages in 30 minutes. The questions included here are for discussion, and students 
should not be quizzed or tested on them. Students should not read the questions prior 
to or during their reading. 

We encourage the use of historical pictures after the students have read Dostoyevsky’s 
descriptions. These will help the students imagine the streets where Raskolnikov 
spends so much of his time. Here is one online site with some of these locations:  

http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Timeline_of_Saint_Petersburg 

The questions are divided by part and chapter. We suggest that the students read each 
whole part before discussion of that part.   

Included in the discussion questions are ones that touch upon some larger issues that 
shape Dostoyevsky’s narrative. While a full treatment of these issues would provide the 
material for several books, we include only those matters that are important to a first 
time reader at the high-school level. Teachers should not overtly lecture the following 
treatment of these issues to the students; rather, the discussion questions should help 
the students discover these issues for themselves as they read the text. The following is 
provided as guidance for the teacher:  

Central to the narrative is the meaning of freedom. As we see from the brief historical 
account above, the notion that all men are free by nature was only newly introduced 
into the Russian consciousness. Wed to the Western European ideology of historical 
evolution, freedom was quickly seized upon by many in the intelligentsia as the means 
through which a new man would emerge. As a newly created product of the 
environment, this new creation would be responsible to rational self-interest above all 
else. This was a new kind of morality, free from the conventional constraints of religion 
and morality, custom and tradition. It is this rational ideology that plays against 
Raskolnikov’s natural instinct for mercy and kindness. The narrator’s frequent use of 
the word “disgust” to describe Raskolnikov’s reactions to both his own crime and the 
horrors of poverty surrounding him attest to a natural instinct for love that he attempts 
to silence when he commits his “rational” act of utility. While reason and utility provide 
moral justification for his crime, he is disgusted by its ugliness. If the good is also 
beautiful, the revulsion Raskolnikov feels for his crime attests to its moral depravity. 
Teachers should help students locate passages in which we can see these contradictions 
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in Raskolnikov’s character that seemingly confound him as much as they do the reader. 
Actions he almost mechanically chooses do not match the thoughts festering in his 
mind, and the reader’s understanding of his character grows along with his own 
growth in self-understanding. Discussions of Raskolnikov’s character should focus on 
the developing picture assessed not only from his interior ramblings, but also from his 
conversations with Svidrigailov, Porfiry and Sonia, and his actions toward his and 
Sonia’s family. Thus, teachers should encourage the students to refrain from concluding 
too much too soon in their judgments of his character.  

Secondly, the narrator is neither wholly omniscient nor does this voice reflect only the 
viewpoint of Raskolnikov. Students will begin to feel some confusion about time as 
descriptions of the world outside of Raskolnikov’s imagination are increasingly filtered 
through his restless and confused consciousness. Teachers should encourage the 
students to try to keep track of the passage of time, which becomes increasingly difficult 
when much of the narrative dwells on Raskolnikov’s interior life. They may be 
surprised, for example, to find that the walk to the pawnbroker’s apartment is but 
seven hundred and thirty steps when the ramblings of Raskolnikov’s thoughts suggest 
that it is a much further walk.   

In addition to the confusion of time, the reader’s immersion in Raskolnikov’s 
consciousness poses questions regarding reality itself. For example, his suspicious 
attitude toward Porfiry draws him to conclusions about and perceptions of the latter’s 
behavior that are not always confirmed by the narrator’s occasional and somewhat 
more objective assessments. When Svidrigailov suddenly appears at the end of Part 
Three, the reader may conclude he is simply a product of Raskolnikov’s feverish 
imagination. Perhaps the best example comes towards the end of the novel during 
Svidrigailov’s dream sequence. During this unsettling narrative, the reader struggles to 
discern what is real and what is dream as the two become increasingly one in the mind 
of the degenerate hedonist. “Suddenly” is frequently employed to signal these 
disconcerting and, at times, disturbing shifts between what is real and what is 
imagined. Students should be encouraged to note these pulls in a new direction in 
Raskolnikov’s thought and his abrupt awareness of his surroundings.   

Finally, while Crime and Punishment is not a crime story in the typical sense, the 
narrator’s closeness to the heart and soul of Raskolnikov leads the reader to question 
this complicated protagonist’s motives. Teachers should help students note his 
vacillations, shifting justifications, and internal reactions prior to and following the 
crime.   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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR PART ONE (84 pages) 

Many of the most important characters are introduced in Part One, and the crime is 
committed. We see the conditions in which Raskolnikov lives and discover just how 
complicated his thinking has become and how confused he is in heart and mind.  

A brief discussion of Raskolnikov’s neighborhood using maps and pictures will help 
students enter into his world. They should note his shabby, cramped, airless living 
conditions and feel the oppressive heat and smell the odors such heat would spawn in a 
dirty, industrial city.   

Teachers should briefly explain that “Schiller” or “Schilleresque,” a term first 
introduced in Chapter 4, refers to the German poet and philosopher Friedrich Schiller. 
Popular in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European intellectual circles, Schiller 
sought to unite reason and emotion under an aesthetic that claimed that the good is 
beautiful. In later works he argued that the most beautiful expression of human 
freedom was self-sacrifice as an expression of love.   
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Teachers should encourage the students to resist assessing Raskolnikov’s state of mind 
according to modern psychological diagnoses (for example, that he is clinically 
depressed). Although Dostoyevsky is writing a psychological story, his understanding 
of psychology is not that of the modern psychotherapist. He is treating psyche as soul, 
mind, and Raskolnikov’s external behavior is a result of his internal state, the choices he 
has made with regard to what he believes. Rather than stating this understanding 
outright, teachers should skillfully lead the students through a close reading of the text.  

Some discussion of motive may begin in Part One. In particular, the students should 
pay attention to what is said by the student in the conversation Raskolnikov overheard 
some time before the action takes place. What has he been pondering as he 
contemplates murder? Why does he choose Aliona? Even with all his preparation, he 
makes several mistakes, and he gets sidetracked helping two other people even while 
making his plans. What do such actions reveal about his motives and his character?  
  

Chapter 1  

1. The narrator states that Raskolnikov is not cowardly. What then is his reason for 
avoiding the landlady? 

2. What do we find him contemplating when we are first introduced to him? 
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3. Using all your senses, describe the outdoor atmosphere, Haymarket Square and 
Aliona’s house. 

4. Describe Raskolnikov’s physical appearance. 

5. How far is it to Aliona’s apartment? Does that seem surprising?  

6. Describe Aliona’s appearance and attitude toward Raskolnikov. Using all your 
senses, describe her apartment. What color is predominant? 

7. What are the first words we hear Raskolnikov speak? To whom does he say them? 

8. What happens to Raskolnikov as he leaves Aliona’s apartment? What word does he 
use to describe the crime he is planning? 

  

The full guide Leading a Seminar on Crime and Punishment is available in our online shop 
for $10. Click here to visit the product page. 
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